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Sustainable Design A Critical Guide
There’s never been a more critical — and thrilling — time to become experts of the built environment. Get your foundation at these UK architecture schools.
Designing and building a more sustainable future
SLA When we think about what it means to be sustainable, there’s usually an understanding that a sacrifice has to be made—whether that means limiting oneself, compromising convenience, or spending a ...
Of Course Copenhagen Has a Ski Slope Built on a Power Plant
The Institute of Development Studies (IDS) has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Federal University of Lavras (UFLA) in Brazil. The MoU will open up new opportunities for ...
New partnership launched for sustainable agriculture in Brazil
Esri’s life work has been balancing human-made systems with the natural world. The climate crisis is a dire situation and technology will be a crucial part of the solutions. Fortunately, many of these ...
GIS Technology Can Back The Pledges Made At Biden’s Climate Summit
This article is brought to you thanks to the collaboration of The European Sting with the World Economic Forum. Author: Paul Sheeran, Managing Director, Worldwide Channel and ...
Embracing technology as a service will fuel the circular economy. Here’s how.
To move us toward a more sustainable future, our world needs creative change-makers, confident and competent in their design thinking practices and grounded in a framework of sustainability principles ...
Sustainable Product Design & Innovation
Social capital is critical for societies to prosper economically and for their development to be sustainable. According to the World ... and promoting quality of place. Urban design features like ...
Revitalizing Rural Economies: A Guide for Practitioners
An illustrated, essential guide to engaging children and youth in the process of urban design From a history of children's rights to case studies ...
Placemaking with Children and Youth: Participatory Practices for Planning Sustainable Communities
This blog is part of the Benefits of Climate Risk Management blog series that aims to provide evidence-based deep dives into USAID case studies.
Climate risk management critical for Cambodia’s food security
Mary Kay Inc. announced the winners of its World Series of Innovation (WSI) Challenge in partnership with the Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship.
Mary Kay Inc. Announces Global Youth Winners for the NFTE World Series of Innovation Challenge That It Sponsored
Fugro has completed a geotechnical site characterisation, earthquake hazard and geotechnical vulnerability assessment for the Port of San Francisco’s multi-year, multi-billion dollar Waterfront ...
Fugro’s vulnerability assessment informs Port of San Francisco’s safe and sustainable future
It also provides an opportunity to employ improved design methods, construction techniques and materials that will create stronger and more sustainable ... to invest in critical infrastructure ...
The Critical Role of Resilient Design in Post-Disaster Reconstruction
unperturbed by the planet’s challenging conditions, the team researched how they could use mars’ limited resources to design ... that was self sustainable? AM: it was critical for two main ...
life on mars? alfredo muñoz discusses designing sustainable cities for the red planet
For custom technology integrators, this society-wide movement has created abundant opportunities to introduce clients to new digital tools—particularly video collaboration technologies—and upgrade ...
New Hybrid Work Model Increases Demand for Video Collaboration Technologies
The Australian government has updated its 2017 International Cyber Engagement Strategy, focusing this time around on 'values, security, and prosperity' to guide Australia's international cyber and ...
New Australian cyber package includes AU$37.5m Indo-Pacific investment
The second factor was our determination for Nüwa to be a self-sufficient and sustainable city on Mars. This requirement was critical when conceptualising the design because we needed to use ...
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Abiboo envisions cliff-face city as "future capital of Mars"
"The development and expansion of net-zero cooling is a critical ... sustainable consumer purchasing to help deliver wholesale systems change, and as such I welcome the EIA cooling products guide ...
The race is on, but cooling industry needs to accelerate net zero efforts
design and engineering stage costs. The Project’s production and supply of 60+ million gallons of sustainable aviation fuel annually is before considering expansion capability. Funding for this ...
Northwest Advanced Bio-Fuels Secures Construction Equity Commitment MOU for Sustainable Aviation Fuel Project in Washington State
A USAID-funded Cambodia fisheries project outperformed productivity goals after incorporating climate-sensitive design, including planning for increased risk of drought and extreme heat events.
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